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ABSTRACT 16 
Psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia are commonly associated with structural brain alterations affecting 17 
the cortex, which frequently vary with clinically relevant factors including antipsychotic treatment, duration of 18 
illness and age of onset. While the underlying variables mediating these structural changes are poorly understood, 19 
recent genetic evidence suggests circulating metabolites and other biochemical traits play a causal role in a number 20 
of psychiatric disorders which could be mediated by changes in the cerebral cortex. In the current study, we 21 
leveraged publicly available genome-wide association study (GWAS) data to explore shared genetic architecture 22 
and evidence for causal relationships between a panel of 50 biochemical traits and measures of cortical thickness 23 
and surface area at both the global and regional levels. Linkage disequilibrium score regression identified a total 24 
of 20 significant and 156 suggestive genetically correlated biochemical-cortical trait pairings, of which six 25 
exhibited strong evidence for causality in a latent causal variable model. Interestingly, a negative causal 26 
relationship was identified between a unit increase in serum C-reactive protein  levels and thickness of the lingual 27 
and lateral occipital regions that was also supported by Mendelian randomisation, while circulating vitamin D 28 
(25-hydroxyvitamin D) levels exhibited a positive causal effect on temporal pole thickness. Taken together, our 29 
findings suggest a subset of biochemical traits exhibit shared genetic architecture and potentially causal 30 
relationships with cortical thickness in functionally distinct regions, which may contribute to alteration of cortical 31 
structure in psychiatric disorders.  32 
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INTRODUCTION 33 
The pathogenesis of psychiatric disorders is underpinned by a complex interplay of genetic and environmental 34 
risk factors. Large-scale genetic studies have identified a strong genetic component of these disorders, 35 
characterised by a vast polygenic burden across the genome arising from variants ranging in frequency from 36 
common to ultra-rare, as well as large effect size structural variants [1, 2]. Cross-disorder analyses have 37 
additionally revealed substantial proportions of shared genetic architecture between psychiatric disorders [3-5], 38 
potentially contributing to similarities in clinical presentation and the frequency of observed psychiatric 39 
comorbidities. In conjunction with shared genetic risk, many psychiatric disorders are also associated with 40 
alteration of brain structure which may account for a range of psychiatric symptoms and offer utility in dissecting 41 
underlying pathophysiological mechanisms. Widespread dysregulation of cortical structures in particular has 42 
emerged as a consistent feature, with recent neuroanatomical meta-analyses observing grey matter reductions in 43 
overlapping cortical regions for schizophrenia, major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder and obsessive-44 
compulsive disorder, amongst others, while structural alterations unique to each disorder have also been identified 45 
[6-8]. Although further investigation of these neuroanatomical changes may assist in the discovery of clinically 46 
actionable pathways and biomarkers, the fundamental genetic and environmental factors associated with 47 
alterations to brain structure remain poorly understood.  48 
Dysregulation of circulating biochemical factors is one broad mechanism through which variations in cortical 49 
structure may arise in psychiatric and neurodegenerative disorders. During CNS development, alteration of these 50 
circulating factors could plausibly interfere with patterns of neuronal differentiation and migration important for 51 
cortical development, while dysregulation in the adult brain may disrupt neuronal cytoarchitecture and integrity. 52 
Systemic effects have been widely studied in psychiatry as many of these biochemical variables can be modulated 53 
through existing drugs or lifestyle intervention, potentially informing novel treatment interventions. For example, 54 
observational evidence suggests elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) in the serum of individuals with schizophrenia 55 
is associated with cortical thinning in the frontal, insula and temporal regions [9]. An array of studies has identified 56 
many other blood-based biochemical traits with potential diagnostic or prognostic utility [10, 11], however a major 57 
drawback of these observational studies is their inability to discriminate between correlations and causal 58 
relationships, thus any biological effects resulting in alteration of brain structure are difficult to detect. To this 59 
end, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are proving increasingly valuable for examining and 60 
distinguishing genetic correlations and genetically informed causal relationships amongst traits of interest. In 61 
particular, germline genetic variants are largely fixed at birth which helps to mitigate effects due to reverse 62 
causation in observational studies [12]. Indeed, recent studies utilising GWAS-guided methods of causal inference 63 
such as Mendelian randomization have uncovered putative causal relationships between blood-based biochemical 64 
traits and psychiatric disorders, using genome-wide significant SNPs as genetic proxies for biochemical exposures 65 
[13, 14]. However, no studies to date have examined the fundamental relationship between biochemical traits and 66 
structure of the human cerebral cortex. To address this, we employed GWAS summary statistics for a diverse 67 
panel of 50 blood-based biochemical traits (UK biobank; http://www.nealelab.is/uk-biobank) to examine shared 68 
genetic architecture and putative causal relationships with cortical thickness and surface area measurements 69 
(ENIGMA [15]). Our analyses revealed a diverse range of genetic correlations and identified clusters of cortical 70 
regions and biochemical traits with similar correlation profiles. In addition, we uncovered evidence for a causal 71 
relationship for serum CRP and vitamin D levels on regional cortical thickness, suggesting subsets of circulating 72 
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biochemical traits may exert biologically significant effects on cortical structure with direct relevance to 73 
psychiatric disorders. 74 
 75 
METHODS 76 
Genome-wide association study data 77 
GWAS summary statistics for cortical surface area (SA) and thickness (TH) as measured via magnetic resonance 78 
imaging (MRI) were obtained from the ENIGMA consortium study [15]. These data were generated via meta-79 
analysis of 33,992 individuals of European ancestry, sourced from 49 independent cohorts in the ENIGMA 80 
consortium (23,909 individuals) as well as the UK Biobank (UKBB; 10,083 individuals) [16]. We utilised the 81 
global measures of mean cortical TH and total SA, as well as regional measures for 34 distinct cortical areas as 82 
defined by the Desikan-Killiany atlas. All summary statistics were covaried for age, age2, sex, sex-by-age and 83 
age2 interactions, ancestry (first four MDS components), diagnostic status (for case vs control studies) and dummy 84 
variables correcting for the use of multiple scanners. 85 
We additionally obtained summary statistics for a panel of 50 blood-based biochemical traits produced from a 86 
cohort of > 300,000 individuals in the UK biobank (http://www.nealelab.is/uk-biobank). These traits included 87 
blood cell counts, metabolites, enzymes, lipids and other biomarkers, all of which have high or medium confidence 88 
SNP heritability estimates significantly different from zero. See Table S1 for further details. 89 
 90 
Genetic correlation 91 
Genetic correlations amongst cortical and biochemical traits were examined via linkage disequilibrium score 92 
regression (LDSR), as described in detail previously [17]. Briefly, LDSR estimates genetic covariance between 93 
two traits by regressing SNP-level c2 values – the product of SNP marginal effect sizes from both traits (Z1Z2) – 94 
with respect to LD scores, which estimate the total LD associated with the SNP of interest. Genetic correlation 95 
(rg) is then determined by normalising the genetic covariance by their respective trait heritabilities, with standard 96 
errors estimated by jackknifing over 200 blocks of adjacent SNPs. All LDSR analyses were conducted using the 97 
ldsc python package [18]. We initially analysed biochemical traits with respect to total cortical SA and mean TH, 98 
after which regional genetic correlations were explored. Notably, LDSR is robust to sample overlap, thus enabling 99 
accurate rg estimates in the current study despite the presence of UKBB samples in both the biochemical and 100 
cortical GWAS. Prior to LDSR analysis, all summary statistics were converted to a standardised “munged” format, 101 
wherein approximately one million HapMap 3 SNPs outside the major histocompatibility complex (MHC) with 102 
minor allele frequency > 0.05 were retained for further analysis. We utilised LD scores (“eur_w_ld_chr”) 103 
previously computed from the 1000 Genomes Project European reference panel available at 104 
https://alkesgroup.broadinstitute.org/LDSCORE/. At the global and regional levels, correlations with Bonferroni-105 
corrected P < 0.05 (PGlobal = 5x10–4, 100 comparisons; PRegional = 1.471x10–5, 3,400 comparisons) were considered 106 
statistically significant, while trait pairings with Benjamini-Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05 were 107 
considered suggestively significant. To identify biochemical and cortical traits with similar genetic correlation 108 
profiles, LDSR Z-scores were subjected to unsupervised clustering by finite Gaussian mixture modelling (GMM) 109 
using the mclust R package (v5.4.7) [19], with the number of components (clusters) selected using the largest 110 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) value.  111 
 112 
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Latent causal variable models 113 
To identify genetically correlated trait pairings with evidence for a causal relationship, we employed a latent 114 
causal variable (LCV) model to estimate genetic causality as described previously [20]. Briefly, the LCV model 115 
assumes a latent variable, L, mediates the genetic correlation between two traits such that if trait 1 is strongly 116 
correlated with L, it is assumed to be partially genetically causal for trait 2. To test for partial genetic causality, 117 
the mixed fourth moments (cokurtosis) of SNP marginal effect size distributions for each trait are compared to 118 
determine whether SNPs affecting trait 1 have proportional effects on trait 2, but not vice versa.  For interpretation, 119 
the LCV model reports a posterior mean genetic causality proportion (𝐺𝐶𝑃$) of trait 1 on trait 2, wherein 𝐺𝐶𝑃$ = 0 120 
suggest no causal relationship, 𝐺𝐶𝑃$ > 0 implies trait 1 is partially genetically causal for trait 2 and 𝐺𝐶𝑃$ < 0 121 
suggests trait 2 is partially genetically causal for trait 1. We consider significant |𝐺𝐶𝑃$| estimates > 0.6 as strong 122 
evidence for partial genetic causality as shown previously [20], noting that 𝐺𝐶𝑃$ summarises the strength of 123 
evidence for a genetically causal relationship, rather than the magnitude of a causal effect. We note that, like 124 
LDSR, the LCV model is resistant to statistical inflation arising from sample overlap due to the incorporation of 125 
the LDSR intercept. All summary statistics subjected to LCV modelling were “munged” prior to analysis as 126 
recommended. 127 
 128 
Mendelian randomisation 129 
Two-sample Mendelian randomization (MR) was employed to further explore and quantify the magnitude of 130 
causal relationships amongst trait pairings with evidence for partial genetic causality via LCV modelling. MR 131 
leverages genetic instrumental variables (IVs) rigorously associated with an exposure – most commonly 132 
independent genome-wide significant SNPs – to estimate the causal effect of the exposure on an outcome. We 133 
specifically tested the effect of C-reactive protein (CRP) and vitamin D (measured as 25-hydroxyvitamin D) 134 
exposures on regional cortical TH measurements utilizing LD-clumped, non-palindromic IVs sourced from well-135 
powered non-UK Biobank GWAS [21, 22], as most two-sample MR methods are sensitive to sample overlap. For 136 
both GWAS, the IV F-statistic was > 10, indicating IVs for both exposures are sufficiently powered [23]. All 137 
exposure-outcome trait pairings were analysed via five MR models with differing underlying assumptions 138 
regarding the validity of using SNPs as IVs. Specifically, the inverse variance weighted model with multiplicative 139 
random effects (IVWm) was used as our principal model, which is generally considered the most-well powered 140 
model but has a zero percent breakdown point, and thus, assumes all IVs are valid [24]. We also incorporated an 141 
IVW model with fixed effects (IVWf), which is a less conservative iteration of the IVW estimator that accounts 142 
for inter-instrument heterogeneity in a more-general manner, and thus is more statistically valid at the risk of 143 
additional bias in the presence of heterogeneity. To account for potential violations of the “all-valid” assumption, 144 
we additionally utilised a weighted median model, which through the plurality valid assumption is said to be an 145 
unbiased estimator if at least 50% of the weight in the model is derived from valid IVs [25]. A weighted mode 146 
model was additionally employed, which also tests the plurality valid assumption and is more-robust to outlying 147 
IVs at the expense of power [26]. Finally, the MR Egger approach was also utilised which does not constrain the 148 
intercept as zero, with a significantly non-zero intercept considered to be evidence of potential unbalanced 149 
pleiotropy [27]. We also assessed whether there was further evidence of horizontal pleiotropy or other outlier 150 
effects via the following: Cochran’s Q to test heterogeneity in the individual IV exposure-outcome estimates [28], 151 
iteratively leaving out each IV and recalculating the IVW estimate (leave-one-out) [28], and the MR PRESSO test 152 
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of global pleiotropy that is also related to heterogeneity [29]. Finally, the Steiger directionality test was 153 
implemented to evaluate evidence that the assumed causal direction (biochemical trait → cortical property) was 154 
correct through comparing the variance explained by the IVs in the exposure to their association with the cortical 155 
outcome GWAS [30]. All MR analyses were conducted using the TwoSampleMR (v.0.5.5) [31] and MRPRESSO 156 
(v.1.0) [29] R packages. 157 
 158 
Transcriptome-wide association studies 159 
Transcriptome-wide association studies (TWAS) were conducted using the FUSION approach to identify genes 160 
associated with biochemical traits and cortical TH, as well as a predicted direction of expression [32]. TWAS 161 
utilizes cis-acting genetic variants to predict gene expression optimised through competing multivariate models 162 
(genetically regulated expression – GReX). Genes that have significantly heritable expression explained by cis-163 
acting variants can be evaluated with this method. Specifically, the most predictive GReX model is utilised to 164 
correlate predicted expression with the GWAS trait of interest by integrating the SNP weights from the expression 165 
model with their corresponding effect estimated by the GWAS. As a result, the covariance between expression 166 
and the trait can be leveraged to interpret the direction of association positively correlated with the trait – for 167 
example, a gene with a positive TWAS test statistic (Z > 0) in the context of a continuous GWAS trait signifies 168 
that increased expression of the gene is correlated with an increase in the trait. We utilised SNP weights from both 169 
the blood and cortex from GTEx v7 [33]. In addition, since CRP has a well-documented function in the liver, we 170 
also included liver expression weights for this exposure. Tissue-specific, transcriptome-wide genetic correlations 171 
between traits were additionally examined using the RHOGE R package [34]. 172 
 173 
RESULTS 174 
Extensive genetic correlation amongst biochemical traits and cortical properties 175 
To identify blood-based biomarkers genetically correlated with global changes in cortical structure, we estimated 176 
correlations of a panel of 50 biochemical traits with respect to global mean cortical thickness (TH) and total 177 
surface area (SA) using LDSR. While no trait pairings survived multiple testing correction (PBonferroni < 0.05), 178 
mean cortical TH was positively correlated with haematocrit percentage (rg = 0.125, SE = 0.037 , P = 0.0008), 179 
haemoglobin (rg = 0.12, SE = 0.037, P = 0.0011) and red blood cell (RBC) count (rg = 0.117, SE = 0.035, P = 180 
0.0009; Fig. 1a, Table 1, Table S2) after correction using the FDR  (PBH < 0.05). These specific correlations are 181 
broadly supportive of observational association between cerebral haemodynamics and cortical thinning [35], 182 
suggesting that global cortical SA and TH display some evidence of overlapping genetic architecture with this 183 
panel of biochemical traits. 184 
We then explored site-specific genetic correlations throughout the cortex by analysing measures of SA and TH 185 
for 34 distinct regions. For regional SA, 18 traits pairings survived multiple testing correction while an additional 186 
120 suggestive pairings were identified, involving a total of 18 biochemical traits and 32 cortical regions (Fig. 1b, 187 
Table 2, Table S3). Notably, 95.8% of these correlations were negative, with particularly strong representation 188 
from white blood cell (WBC) count (26), neutrophil count (23) and monocyte count (12), while the superior frontal 189 
(10), middle temporal (9), medial orbitofrontal (8) and inferior parietal (8) regions were most consistently affected. 190 
The extent of genetic correlation for regional TH was comparatively modest, with two significant and 33 191 
suggestive trait pairings identified involving 11 biochemical traits and 15 cortical phenotypes (Fig. 1b, Table 2, 192 
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Table S3). Although 72.7% of correlations were positive, many of these involved haematocrit percentage (8), 193 
haemoglobin (6) and red blood cell count (5), which were also suggestively correlated with global mean cortical 194 
TH (Fig. 1a). C-reactive protein, however, exhibited no response at the global level but was negatively correlated 195 
with the TH of six regions at a PBH < 0.05, including the fusiform (rg = –0.167, SE = 0.0367, P =  4.45x10-6, 196 
survived PBonferroni < 0.05), superior temporal (rg = –0.126, SE = 0.041, P = 0.002), lingual (rg = –0.118, SE = 197 
0.038, P = 0.0018), inferior temporal (rg =–0.115, SE = 0.034, P = 0.0008), lateral occipital (rg = –0.111, SE = 198 
0.034, P = 0.0013) and pars triangularis (rg = –0.109, SE = 0.036, P = 0.0023). Strikingly, these data support the 199 
observational data that reports a negative correlation between CRP levels and cortical thinning in individuals with 200 
schizophrenia and healthy controls [9]. 201 
 202 
Table 1. Top 10 genetic correlations for mean cortical TH and total SA.  203 

Cortical trait Biochemical trait rg
1 SE P PBH PBonf 

Mean thickness Haematocrit % 0.125 0.037 8 x 10–4 0.037 0.08 

 RBC count 0.117 0.035 9 x 10–4 0.037 0.09 

 Haemoglobin 0.12 0.037 0.001 0.037 0.11 

 C-reactive protein –0.103 0.034 0.003 0.068 0.27 

 Glucose –0.096 0.036 0.009 0.172 0.86 

 RBC distribution width 0.091 0.038 0.018 0.29 1 

 Platelet crit –0.062 0.028 0.029 0.33 1 

 Platelet count –0.059 0.028 0.033 0.33 1 

 Insulin-like growth factor 1 0.069 0.033 0.036 0.33 1 

 Sex hormone binding globulin 0.054 0.028 0.057 0.461 1 

Total surface area Testosterone 0.028 0.012 0.02 0.29 1 

 Eosinophil % 0.019 0.009 0.036 0.33 1 

 Platelet crit –0.018 0.009 0.061 0.461 1 

 Cholesterol 0.026 0.014 0.065 0.461 1 

 Eosinophil count 0.016 0.009 0.079 0.492 1 

 Gamma glutamyltransferase –0.016 0.009 0.095 0.522 1 

 Lymphocyte % –0.017 0.010 0.099 0.522 1 

 LDL direct 0.03 0.019 0.101 0.549 1 

 Glycosylated haemoglobin –0.014 0.009 0.131 0.626 1 

 Mean corpuscular volume 0.012 0.009 0.191 0.677 1 
1Genetic correlation coefficient from LDSR. 204 
 205 
 206 
 207 
 208 
 209 
 210 
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Figure 1. Genetic correlation amongst GWAS for biochemical markers and structural cortical traits. (a) 212 
Heatmap of LDSR genetic correlation coefficients (rg) between mean cortical TH and total cortical SA (averaged 213 
across both hemispheres) with respect to 50 biochemical traits. * = PBenjamini-Hochberg < 0.05, ** = PBonferroni < 0.05. 214 
(b) As in (a), except depicting genetic correlations between biochemical traits with respect to TH (top) and SA 215 
(bottom) of 34 cortical regions as defined by the Desikan-Killiany atlas.  216 
 217 
Table 2. Top 10 genetic correlations for regional cortical TH and SA. 218 

Metric Cortical region Biochemical trait rg SE P PBH PBonf 

Thickness Fusiform C-reactive protein –0.167 0.037 4.45 x 10–6 1.53 x 10–3 0.015 

 Lateral orbitofrontal Haematocrit % 0.189 0.043 1.02 x 10–5 1.94 x 10–3 0.035 

 Lateral orbitofrontal Haemoglobin 0.172 0.041 3.24 x 10–5 4.4 x 10–3 0.11 

 Middle temporal Haemoglobin 0.144 0.037 8.82 x 10–5 9.19 x 10–3 0.3 

 Superior temporal Platelet crit –0.114 0.03 1 x 10–4 9.19 x 10–3 0.34 

 Lateral orbitofrontal RBC count 0.147 0.039 1 x 10–4 9.19 x 10–3 0.34 

 Superior temporal Platelet count –0.109 0.029 2 x 10–4 0.015 0.68 

 Posterior cingulate RBC count 0.126 0.034 2 x 10–4 0.015 0.68 

 Middle temporal Haematocrit % 0.137 0.038 3 x 10–4 0.017 1 

 Posterior cingulate Haematocrit % 0.132 0.036 3 x 10–4 0.017 1 

Surface area Precuneus WBC count –0.151 0.029 2.74 x 10–7 7.5 x 10–4 9.32 x 10–4 

 Precuneus Neutrophil count –0.155 0.031 4.42 x 10–7 7.51 x 10–4 1.5 x 10–3 

 Superior frontal WBC count –0.146 0.029 6.99 x 10–7 7.92 x 10–4 2.38 x 10–3 

 Middle temporal WBC count –0.151 0.031 1.07 x 10–6 9.07 x 10–4 3.63 x 10–3 

 Inferior temporal WBC count –0.139 0.029 1.75 x 10–6 1.19 x 10–3 5.94 x 10–3 

 Fusiform WBC count –0.144 0.031 3.29 x 10–6 1.46 x 10–3 0.011 

 Inferior temporal C-reactive protein –0.16 0.034 3.39 x 10–6 1.46 x 10–3 0.02 

 Middle temporal Neutrophil count –0.14 0.030 3.43 x 10–6 1.46 x 10–3 0.012 

 Inferior parietal WBC count –0.146 0.032 4.49 x 10–6 1.53 x 10–3 0.015 

 BSTS1 GGT2 –0.149 0.033 5.69 x 10–6 1.7 x 10–3 0.019 
1Banks of the superior temporal sulcus. 219 
2Gamma glutamyltransferase. 220 
 221 
Clustering of genetic correlation profiles reveals cortical regions with similar biochemical relationships 222 
To identify cortical regions with similar biochemical correlation profiles, we compared the computed LDSR Z-223 
scores (rg/SE) amongst all cortical phenotypes. For both SA and TH, we observed a large number of positively 224 
correlated regions which loosely clustered by their spatial proximity after application of hierarchal clustering 225 
(Figs. 2a). For instance, analysis of cortical TH revealed a subset of seven adjacent regions in the frontal lobe 226 
(lateral and medial orbitofrontal, pars opercularis, pars triangularis, rostral and caudal middle frontal and superior 227 
frontal) with highly correlated biochemical Z-score profiles (Fig. 2a). We additionally compared correlation 228 
profiles amongst biochemical traits, wherein physiologically related biochemical markers (e.g. immune cell traits, 229 
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reticulocyte traits) tended to cluster in both the SA and TH analyses (Fig. S1). In contrast to the cortical 230 
phenotypes, these traits exhibited a wider range of both positive and negative correlations.  231 
We subsequently employed finite Gaussian mixture modelling (GMM) to identify latent genetic relationships 232 
between cortical measures and biochemical traits. Two distinct components (clusters) of cortical regions with 233 
respect to their biochemical correlations were identified in the TH analysis, with cluster 1 (17 regions) largely 234 
localised to the frontal and temporal lobes, while cluster 2 (17 regions) was predominantly parietal and occipital 235 
(Fig. 2b & c, Table S4). Although two clusters were also observed in the SA analysis, the spatial distribution was 236 
less clear, as cluster 1 (19 regions) contained a series of contiguous regions spanning a number of cortical lobes, 237 
whereas cluster 2 (15 regions) consisted of regions with relatively diffuse spatial localisation (Fig. 2d & e, Table 238 
S5). These results therefore suggest that genetic correlations between regional cortical structure and biochemical 239 
traits exhibit a degree of spatial organisation.  240 
GMM applied to cortical correlation profiles of the biochemical traits failed to identify discrete clusters of 241 
biomarkers for either global SA or TH, as the optimum BIC value yielded only a single component. Therefore, 242 
we conducted GMM for the biochemical traits after combining regional SA and TH correlation profiles to capture 243 
groups of biomarkers with similar effects on both cortical properties. Interestingly, seven clusters of biochemical 244 
traits were observed (Fig. 2f, Table S6). Clusters one and six were largely composed of traits with negative LDSR 245 
Z-scores for regional SA and positive scores for TH, including cholesterol, testosterone and RBC-related traits, 246 
amongst others (see Fig. 2g & h for representative cluster, see Fig. S2 for full data). Clusters two, three and seven 247 
were also negatively correlated with SA and exhibited discordant correlations with TH, with consistent 248 
representation of reticulocyte and immune cell traits. Notably, cluster four was negatively correlated with both 249 
measures and included CRP, glucose, glycated haemoglobin and platelet-related traits, while cluster five was 250 
positive for SA and negative for TH. Collectively, these findings indicate that groups of cortical regions tend to 251 
have similar genetic correlations with blood-based biomarkers, while subsets of biomarkers can be classified by 252 
their relationships with both SA and TH.  253 
 254 
 255 
 256 
 257 
 258 
 259 
 260 
 261 
 262 
 263 
 264 
 265 
 266 
 267 
 268 
 269 
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Figure 2. Clustering of cortical and biochemical correlation profiles. (a) Heatmaps depicting correlations 271 
between cortical regions after comparison of LDSR biochemical Z-score profiles. Cortical trait pairings with 272 
PBonferroni < 0.05 are shown, with hierarchal clustering via Ward’s D2 method. (b) Clustering of cortical TH 273 
measures via biochemical LDSR Z-score profiles using finite Gaussian mixture modelling (GMM). Optimal 274 
parameterisation of the covariance matrix was obtained using two clusters (components) of cortical regions with 275 
spherical distribution, variable volume and equal shape (VII). Components are plotted via their contribution to the 276 
first and second principal components of the LDSR Z matrix. (c) Spatial distribution of GMM components 277 
identified in panel (b). Note that component one (purple) is largely confined to the frontal and temporal lobes, 278 
whereas component two predominantly consists of parietal and occipital regions. (d & e) As in (b & c), except 279 
examining clusters of cortical regions subset by SA. (f) GMM clustering of biochemical traits by their TH and SA 280 
Z-score profiles, which revealed a total of seven biochemical clusters. (g) Boxplots of LDSR Z-scores for all 281 
biochemical traits in component one, including APOB, albumin, aspartate aminotransferase, cholesterol, IGF1, 282 
LDL direct, monocyte percent, platelet distribution width, RBC distribution width, sex hormone binding globulin, 283 
testosterone and urea. Note that Z-scores for these biochemical traits were generally negative with respect to 284 
cortical SA and positive with respect to cortical TH. (h) Spatial organisation of mean Z-scores for biochemical 285 
traits in component 1. 286 
 287 
Strong evidence for causal relationships between blood-based biomarkers and regional cortical thickness 288 
We next examined whether any correlated trait pairings exhibited evidence for partial genetic causality using a 289 
latent causal variable (LCV) model, which assumes a latent variable, L, mediates genetic correlation between two 290 
traits. Under this model, trait 1 is deemed partially causal for trait 2 if L is more strongly correlated with trait 1 291 
than trait 2, and vice versa. These correlations are quantified as a posterior mean genetic causality proportion 292 
(𝐺𝐶𝑃$), wherein |𝐺𝐶𝑃$| > 0.6 indicates evidence for partial causality between traits and the 𝐺𝐶𝑃$ sign specifies 293 
directionality. Note that the magnitude of 𝐺𝐶𝑃$ does not denote the magnitude of a causal effect, but rather implies 294 
the existence of a causal relationship. LCV models constructed for all correlated trait-pairs (PBonferroni and PBH < 295 
0.05) revealed a total of six trait pairings with strong evidence for partial genetic causality, all of which involved 296 
a biochemical trait with estimates of genetic causality on regional TH, rather than the reverse. These included: 297 
CRP on fusiform TH (𝐺𝐶𝑃$ = 0.74, SE = 0.15, P = 6.94x10-24), lateral occipital TH (𝐺𝐶𝑃$ = 0.69, SE = 0.16, P = 298 
1.15x10-22) and lingual TH (𝐺𝐶𝑃$ = 0.66, SE = 0.14, P = 4.55x10-54), RBC count on insula TH (𝐺𝐶𝑃$ = 0.77, SE = 299 
0.17, P = 2.6x10-26), haematocrit percentage on insula TH (𝐺𝐶𝑃$ = 0.66, SE = 0.22, P = 5.14x10-15) and vitamin D 300 
on temporal pole TH (𝐺𝐶𝑃$ = 0.61, SE = 0.24, P = 0.0076; Fig. 3, Table 3, Table S7). To ensure these results were 301 
not affected by global measures, we repeated this analysis using GWAS summary statistics covaried for mean 302 
global cortical TH. Strong evidence for partial genetic causality remained after this adjustment for CRP on lingual 303 
TH (𝐺𝐶𝑃$ = 0.69, SE = 0.19, P = 1.41x10-73) and lateral occipital TH (𝐺𝐶𝑃$ = 0.6, SE = 0.21, P = 5.93x10-6) and 304 
vitamin D on temporal pole TH (𝐺𝐶𝑃$ = 0.72, SE = 0.18, P = 2.63x10-7; Table 3, Table S7). Considering the sign 305 
of genetic correlations between these traits, it is therefore likely that increased CRP levels are associated with 306 
decreased lingual (rg = –0.118) and lateral occipital (rg = –0.111) TH, whereas increased vitamin D is associated 307 
with increased temporal pole TH (rg = 0.169). The evidence implicating the remaining three pairings were ablated 308 
after correction for global TH: CRP on fusiform TH (𝐺𝐶𝑃$ = 0.42, SE = 0.39, P = 0.28), RBC count on insula TH 309 
(𝐺𝐶𝑃$ = 0.35, SE = 0.35, P = 0.25), and haematocrit percentage on insula TH (𝐺𝐶𝑃$= 0.46, SE = 0.34, P = 0.30; 310 
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Table 3, Table S7). Modest 𝐺𝐶𝑃$ estimates were also obtained for these biochemical markers with respect to global 311 
cortical TH: CRP (𝐺𝐶𝑃$= 0.34, SE = 0.28, P = 0.33), RBC count (𝐺𝐶𝑃$= 0.51, SE = 0.16, P = 1.09x10–6), and 312 
haematocrit percentage (𝐺𝐶𝑃$= 0.39, SE = 0.26, P = 0.16; Table S8). We thus suspect the strong 𝐺𝐶𝑃$ estimates 313 
obtained for these biochemical traits with respect to uncorrected regional TH GWAS quantified the combined 314 
effect on regional and global TH. 315 

 316 
Figure 3. Genetically inferred causal relationships amongst biochemical and cortical traits. Biochemical-317 
cortical trait pairings with suggestive (PBH < 0.05) or significant (PBonferroni < 0.05) genetic correlation were 318 
subjected to latent causal variable (LCV) analysis. Of 35 tested trait pairings associated with regional cortical TH, 319 
six exhibited strong evidence (|𝐺𝐶𝑃$| > 0.6) for a causal relationship, with all involving a biochemical trait acting 320 
on the cortical trait. In contrast, no trait pairings associated with cortical SA exhibited strong evidence for 321 
causality. 322 
 323 
Table 3. Latent casual variable analyses for trait pairings with significant evidence for a causal relationship. 324 

  Without global TH correction With global TH correction1 

Biochemical trait Cortical trait 𝑮𝑪𝑷$ 2 P3 SE rg4 𝑮𝑪𝑷$  P SE rg 

C-reactive protein Lateral occipital TH 0.69 1.15 x 10–22 0.16 –0.11 0.60 5.93 x 10–6 0.21 –0.05 

C-reactive protein Lingual TH 0.66 4.55 x 10–54 0.14 –0.12 0.69 1.41 x 10–73 0.19 –0.07 

C-reactive protein Fusiform TH 0.74 6.94 x 10–24 0.15 –0.17 0.42 0.28 -0.39 –0.15 

Haematocrit % Insula TH 0.66 5.14 x 10–15 0.22 0.12 0.46 0.30 0.34 0.05 

RBC count Insula TH 0.77 2.60 x 10–26 0.17 0.12 0.35 0.25 0.35 0.06 

Vitamin D Temporal pole TH 0.61 7.61 x 10–03 0.24 0.17 0.72 2.63 x 10–7 0.18 0.22 
1Denotes LCV analyses conducted using GWAS summary statistics produced with mean global cortical TH used 325 
as a covariate. 326 
2The posterior mean genetic causality proportion. 327 
3P value which tests whether the 𝐺𝐶𝑃$ estimate is significantly different from zero. 328 
4Genetic correlation coefficient. 329 
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C-reactive protein and vitamin D are associated with regional cortical thickness 330 
The total effect of CRP levels (natural log transformed mg/L) on lingual and lateral occipital TH (in mm) was 331 
next quantified via two-sample Mendelian randomisation (MR). Due to the inclusion of UKBB samples in the 332 
ENIGMA metanalysis, we obtained instrumental variables (IVs) for CRP utilising summary statistics sourced 333 
from a non-UKBB cohort [21]. Furthermore, we employed an inverse variance weighted estimator with 334 
multiplicative random effects (IVWm) as our primary test, followed by four other methods with different 335 
underlying assumptions regarding IV validity. Across all analyses, a total of 48 CRP-associated IVs were 336 
identified after harmonisation and removal of palindromic SNPs. Interestingly, we identified evidence suggesting 337 
each natural log transformed mg/L increase in CRP was associated with a significant reduction in lingual (bIVWm= 338 
–0.009, SEIVWm = 0.003, PIVWm = 0.004) and lateral occipital (bIVWm = –0.008, SEIVWm = 0.003, PIVWm = 0.025) TH, 339 
consistent with LDSR and LCV results (Fig. 4a & c, Table 4, Table S9). Using the less conservative IVW estimator 340 
with fixed effects decreased the standard error of those estimates, in line with expectation (Plingual = 1.39x10-4, 341 
Plateral occipital = 0.004). However, the weighted median, weighted mode and MR Egger models, whilst directionally 342 
consistent, generally did not achieve statistical significance, with the exception of the weighted mode model for 343 
CRP on lingual TH (b = –0.007, SE = 0.003, P = 0.04; Fig. 4a & c, Table 4, Table S9). We additionally examined 344 
these relationships after covarying for global cortical TH and found the causal estimate for CRP on lingual TH 345 
remained significant (bIVWm = –0.007, SEIVWm = 0.002, PIVWm = 0.003), whereas the effect on lateral occipital TH 346 
was marginally attenuated (bIWVm = –0.004, SEIVWm = 0.002, PIVWm = 0.09; (Fig. 4b & d, Table 4, Table S9). Across 347 
all analyses, we identified no substantial evidence for outlier SNPs using MR-PRESSO and leave-one-out 348 
analyses, although the IV exposure-outcome effects exhibited evidence for SNP heterogeneity in both instances 349 
(Cochran’s Q ≥ 69.86, P ≤ 0.01; Tables S10 & S11). This heterogeneity, however, is not unexpected given the 350 
underlying biological complexity of these traits. Moreover, the Egger intercepts were not significantly different 351 
than zero (P ≥ 0.26), therefore providing statistical evidence of no unbalanced pleiotropy (Table S12).  352 
We also analysed the effect of natural log transformed vitamin D (as 25-hydroxyvitamin D, nmol/L) 353 
concentrations on temporal pole TH using GWAS summary statistics from the SUNLIGHT consortium [22], from 354 
which seven harmonised, non-palindromic IVs were identified. Interestingly, while serum vitamin D initially 355 
exhibited a positive trend with respect to temporal pole TH (bIVWm = 0.021, SEIVWm = 0.012, PIVWm = 0.088), this 356 
relationship actually attained statistical significance after covarying for global TH (bIVWm = 0.025, SEIVWm = 0.012, 357 
PIVWm = 0.038; Fig 4, Table 4, Table S9). For both analyses, we observed no evidence for outlying SNPs, 358 
confounding pleiotropy (PEI ≥ 0.54) nor heterogeneity (Cochran’s Q ≤ 2.04, P ≥ 0.89; Tables S10–S12). We would 359 
posit that the attenuated significance in the relationship between vitamin D and temporal pole TH using an MR 360 
construct relative to the LCV model is not directly comparable, given that MR exploits genome-wide SNP effects 361 
as IVs rather than modelling genome-wide trait effects.  362 
Finally, trait pairings which did not survive global correction in the LCV analysis (i.e. CRP ® fusiform TH, RBC 363 
count ® insula TH and haematocrit percentage ® insula TH) were examined to determine whether any causal 364 
relationships could be resolved through IVs. For RBC count and haematocrit percentage, 26 and 11 IVs were 365 
respectively identified from GWAS sourced from the INTERVAL consortium [36], ensuring UKBB samples were 366 
excluded. Limited evidence for causal relationships was identified across all pairings, with only RBC count 367 
exhibiting evidence for a causal effect on insula TH without correction for global TH (bIVWm = 0.01, SEIVWm = 368 
0.005, PIVWm = 0.025), thus generally supporting the LCV findings (Table S9).  369 
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 370 
 371 
Figure 4. Estimated effect of C-reactive protein and vitamin D exposures on regional cortical thickness 372 
measures. (a) Effect size estimates (± 95% CI) of C-reactive protein and vitamin D exposures on cortical TH 373 
GWAS. (b) As in (a), except using cortical GWAS with global mean cortical TH included as a covariate. (c) 374 
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Scatter plots comparing IV effect sizes in exposure and outcome GWAS. Each trendline corresponds to one of 375 
five MR methods utilized for sensitivity analysis. (d) As in (c), except using cortical GWAS corrected for global 376 
TH. 377 
 378 
Table 4. Causal relationships between biochemical traits and regional cortical TH estimated via two-sample 379 
Mendelian randomisation. 380 

   b ± (SE)1 

Exposure Outcome 
Global 

Correction 
IVWm IVWf 

Weighted 

median 

Weighted 

mode 
MR Egger 

C-reactive 

protein 

Lateral 

occipital TH 

No  –0.008 

(0.003)* 

–0.008 

(0.003)** 

–0.006 

(0.004) 

–0.007 

(0.003) 

–0.008 

(0.005) 

C-reactive 

protein 

Lingual TH No –0.009 

(0.003)** 

–0.009 

(0.002)*** 

–0.007 

(0.004) 

–0.007 

(0.003)* 

–0.008 

(0.005) 

Vitamin D Temporal 

pole TH 

No 0.021 (0.012) 0.021 

(0.023) 

0.019 

(0.026) 

0.019 

(0.027) 

0.012 

(0.039) 

C-reactive 

protein 

Lateral 

occipital TH 

Yes –0.004 

(0.002) 

–0.004 

(0.002)* 

–0.004 

(0.003) 

–0.002 

(0.002) 

–0.002 

(0.003) 

C-reactive 

protein 

Lingual TH Yes –0.007 

(0.002)** 

–0.007 

(0.002)*** 

–0.008 

(0.003)* 

–0.007 

(0.002)* 

–0.004 

(0.004) 

Vitamin D Temporal 

pole TH 

Yes 0.025 

(0.012)* 

0.025 

(0.021) 

0.017 

(0.024) 

0.012 

(0.025) 

0.006 

(0.036) 
1Beta estimates represent increase in cortical TH (in mm) per unit of exposure (in mg/L). IVWm = inverse variance 381 
weighted estimator with multiplicative random effects, IVWf = inverse variance weighted estimator with fixed 382 
effects, * = P < 0.05, ** = P < 0.01, *** = P < 0.001. 383 
 384 
Limited transcriptome-wide overlap amongst causally linked trait pairings 385 
Transcriptome-wide association studies were performed for CRP, vitamin D and their respective causally 386 
associated cortical phenotypes to compare and contrast predicted gene expression profiles. Briefly, this approach 387 
utilises tissue-specific cis-eQTL expression weights to impute gene expression profiles associated with the 388 
phenotype of interest. We specifically employed pre-computed SNP-expression weights for cortical tissue and 389 
whole blood, while liver expression weights were additionally included as CRP is hepatically synthesised (see 390 
Table S13 for full results). At a PBonferroni < 0.05 cut-off, the average number of associated genes per trait across 391 
all tissues was as follows: CRP = 157, vitamin D = 37, lateral occipital TH = 1, lingual TH = 4 and temporal pole 392 
TH = 2 (see Fig. 5a for representative Miami plots, see Table S14 for full results). Given the sparse identification 393 
of associated genes for the cortical traits, no overlapping genes were identified (Table 5, Table S15). However, 394 
after correcting for global TH, RP11-148021.6, was found to overlap between CRP (ZTWAS = 6.03) and lateral 395 
occipital TH (ZTWAS = –4.46) using cortical expression weights (Table 5, Table S14 & S15). Utilising a more-396 
liberal Benjamini-Hochberg significance cut-off, genes overlapping CRP and lingual TH were identified as 397 
follows: cortical weights: KRT18P34, PPFIA1, RP11-555M1.3, whole blood weights: KRT18P34, PPFIA1, 398 
ZNF660 and liver weights: PPFIA1 (Table 5, Table S14 & S15). Interestingly, PPFIA1, which encodes the 399 
synaptic scaffolding protein Liprin-a-1 [37], was represented across all three tissues with consistently negative 400 
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Z-scores in the CRP TWAS and positive Z-scores in the lingual TH TWAS. To more-broadly explore 401 
transcriptomic overlap amongst trait pairings with evidence for causality, we utilised RHOGE to estimate 402 
transcriptome-wide correlation (rGE). For all pairings and tissues, no significant correlations were identified after 403 
multiple testing correction (Fig. 5b, Table S16), however, at a nominal P < 0.05 cut-off vitamin D and temporal 404 
pole TH were positively correlated after correction for global measures using cortical weights (rGE = 0.45, P = 405 
0.023, SE = 0.187). Collectively, these findings suggest there is minimal predicted transcriptomic overlap between 406 
causal biochemical-cortical trait pairings. However, we also identified only a limited number of transcriptome-407 
wide associated signals for the cortical properties suggesting that greater sample sizes are required, as well as 408 
more tissue and cell-type specific expression weights.  409 
 410 
Table 5. Overlapping genes between biochemical and cortical TWAS. 411 

    Noverlapping genes 

Biochemical Trait Cortical Trait Global correction? Tissue  PBH < 0.05 PBonferroni < 0.05 

C-reactive protein Lateral occipital TH No Whole blood 0 0 

   Cortex 0 0 

   Liver 0 0 

  Yes Whole blood 0 0 

   Cortex 1 1 

   Liver 0 0 

C-reactive protein Lingual TH No Whole blood 1 0 

   Cortex 3 0 

   Liver 3 0 

  Yes Whole blood 0 0 

   Cortex 0 0 

   Liver 0 0 

Vitamin D Temporal pole TH No Whole blood 1 0 

   Cortex 0 0 

   Liver 0 0 

  Yes Whole blood 0 0 

   Cortex 0 0 

   Liver 0 0 

 412 
 413 
 414 
 415 
 416 
 417 
 418 
 419 
 420 
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Figure 5. Transcriptome-wide correlation of TWAS Z-score profiles between biochemical and cortical 422 
traits. (a) Miami plots depicting TWAS results for two representative traits – CRP and lingual TH (without 423 
correction for global TH) – using cortical expression weights. Horizontal blue lines correspond to PBonferroni < 0.05. 424 
(b) Correlation of TWAS Z-score profiles amongst all trait pairings with evidence for a causal relationship using 425 
RHOGE. Across all tissues, no trait pairings were significantly correlated after multiple testing correction, 426 
however the direction of rGE was generally consistent with genetic correlations. Note that temporal pole TH and 427 
vitamin D expression profiles were nominally correlated (rGE = 0.45, P = 0.023, SE = 0.187) after correction for 428 
global TH and using cortical weights. 429 
 430 
DISCUSSION 431 
Circulating biochemical factors play a critical role in the development and homeostasis of the central nervous 432 
system, however it is unclear whether individual biochemical exposures can modulate structural characteristics of 433 
specific brain regions. In the present study, we investigated shared genetic architecture and causal relationships 434 
between a panel of blood-based biochemical exposures and cortical structural properties with direct relevance to 435 
psychiatric disorders. Our analyses revealed marked genetic overlap between biochemical exposures and 436 
structural measures for discrete cortical regions which loosely clustered by their spatial proximity, suggesting 437 
subsets of genetic variants associated with biochemical traits are also associated with regional variations cortical 438 
structure. In addition, minimal genetic correlation was identified for global cortical SA and TH, further supporting 439 
region-specific organisation of cortical genetic architecture.  440 
Interestingly, we observed clear divergence in the direction of correlations for regional SA (95.8% negative) and 441 
TH (72.7% positive), which was particularly evident after clustering of biochemical traits by their cortical LDSR 442 
Z-score profiles. Of seven identified biochemical clusters, only cluster four (CRP, glucose, glycosylated 443 
haemoglobin, platelet count and platelet crit) exhibited SA and TH Z-scores of the same sign and similar 444 
magnitude, whereas discordant correlation profiles were observed for the remaining biochemical exposures. 445 
Genetic comparison of cortical SA and TH has previously revealed these characteristics are genetically 446 
independent [38] and exhibit discordant profiles of genetic correlation with respect to neurobehavioral traits and 447 
psychiatric disorders [15], implying these structural properties are regulated via independent biological 448 
mechanisms. This is consistent with neuroanatomical studies reporting a range of concordant and discordant 449 
relationships between region-specific SA and TH with age [39-41] and in the context of psychiatric disorders [42, 450 
43]. Future studies should thus focus on characterisation of genetic variants associated with biochemical traits 451 
with extensive genetic correlations (for example, white blood cell count, red blood cell count and haemoglobin) 452 
and their impact on cortical SA and TH to further reconcile biochemical exposures with their predicted 453 
associations with cortical structure. Although many biochemical traits genetically correlated with cortical 454 
structure failed to exhibit strong evidence for a causal relationship, we suspect the combined effect of these 455 
exposures may mediate biologically significant cortical alterations, given subsets (such as triglycerides [44] and 456 
haemoglobin [35]) have been previously associated with cortical integrity. 457 
By utilising genetically informed methods of causal inference, evidence for a putative causal relationship was 458 
identified for CRP on lingual and lateral occipital thinning. CRP is widely characterised as an acute inflammatory 459 
protein synthesised by hepatocytes as a soluble homopentamer (pCRP) in response to IL-6 and IL-1b signalling 460 
[45]. After biosynthesis, pCRP enters systemic circulation and dissociates into proinflammatory monomers 461 
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(mCRP) at the site of insult, which increase the abundance of M1 macrophages and Th1 T-cells, thereby activating 462 
a robust immune response with potentially deleterious effects on host tissues [46]. Persistent elevation of CRP is 463 
therefore strongly associated with chronic, low-level inflammation thought to negatively impact the structural 464 
integrity of brain regions. For instance, elevated CRP is positively correlated with cortical thinning [9, 47] and 465 
decreased grey matter volume [48, 49], while deposition of mCRP has been identified at sites of 466 
neurodegeneration [50]. Although CRP-mediated thinning of the lingual and lateral occipital regions has not been 467 
explicitly reported in previous studies, recent work has shown elevated CRP is associated with lower regional 468 
cerebral blood flow to the lingual gyrus, suggesting alteration of cerebral vasculature may contribute to spatially-469 
restricted cortical thinning [51]. Despite this extensive observational evidence, the exact mechanisms through 470 
which CRP alters cortical structure remains unclear due to difficulties in dissecting casual relationships via 471 
observational studies. Whilst we utilised TWAS to identify common genes amongst CRP, lingual TH and lateral 472 
occipital TH to explore shared pathways with potential biological significance, few genes were significantly 473 
associated with the cortical measures across all tested tissues, limiting our capacity to genetically probe the 474 
mechanistic basis through which CRP modulates cortical integrity in a region-specific manner. This could likely 475 
be improved in future studies by boosting the discovery GWAS sample size and specificity of brain regions 476 
available, particularly as the FUSION approach is limited to genes with a significantly heritable cis-acting 477 
component. Moreover, the genetic overlap between these cortical and biochemical traits may not be heavily 478 
mediated by cis-acting influences on mRNA expression, and thus, integration of other functional data, such as 479 
chromatin and methylome related annotations, could yield more genes associated with these traits. However, we 480 
did identify consistent representation of PPFIA1 across all three tissues, with negative Z-scores in the CRP TWAS 481 
and positive Z-scores in the lingual TH TWAS. This gene encodes Liprin-a-1, a synaptic scaffolding molecule 482 
associated with axon targeting, synaptic morphogenesis synaptic vesicle transport and recruitment of AMPA 483 
receptors [37], thus genetically mediated regulation of this gene may contribute to the interrelationship between 484 
CRP and lingual TH. We additionally note that reverse causality is unlikely for these putative relationships given 485 
the strong directional evidence identified via LCV. 486 
Mounting observational evidence suggests psychiatric disorders including schizophrenia, major depressive 487 
disorder and bipolar disorder are associated with elevated CRP levels [9, 52, 53]. In the case of schizophrenia, 488 
high peripheral CRP is correlated with negative symptoms [54] as well as cortical thinning in frontal, insula and 489 
temporal regions [9]. However, no studies to date have specifically reported CRP-associated thinning of the 490 
lingual and lateral occipital regions, nor CRP-associated alteration of their accompanying cognitive functions, 491 
such as visual memory (lingual), visual imagery (lingual) and object recognition (lateral occipital) [55, 56]. Thus, 492 
it is unclear whether the putative causal relationships identified in the current study bear direct functional 493 
significance for psychiatric disorders. More-generally, conflicting results from MR and LCV analyses have 494 
recently reported a protective effect for CRP in schizophrenia, obsessive compulsive disorder and anorexia 495 
nervosa, and a causal effect in major depressive disorder [13, 57], further obscuring the underlying role of this 496 
protein in psychiatric illness. While these discoveries seemingly conflict with our results and previous 497 
observational evidence, complex dimensions of CRP function may underpin these divergent findings. 498 
Specifically, recent evidence suggests pCRP can dampen inflammation by skewing macrophages and T-cells 499 
towards anti-inflammatory M2 and Th2 phenotypes [46], respectively, suggesting that while high serum pCRP 500 
may be indicative of a pervasive acute phase inflammatory response, moderately elevated pCRP may indeed exert 501 
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a protective effect against underlying chronic inflammation. This is an issue for observational inferences in 502 
particular, which employ tests such as the mean difference in CRP between cases and controls, as the magnitude 503 
of CRP elevation can often be relatively small and more indicative of this moderate state. Regardless of the 504 
underlying mechanism, these findings collectively advocate further investigation of the direct and indirect effects 505 
of CRP on neuronal integrity to further reconcile the impact of CRP levels on cortical structure and psychiatric 506 
disorders.  507 
We additionally identified a positive causal relationship for vitamin D on temporal pole TH after correcting for 508 
global TH. A nominally significant transcriptome-wide correlation between these traits was also observed after 509 
correcting for global TH. Together, these findings suggest any effect of vitamin D was highly specific to the 510 
temporal pole, broadly consistent with a recent cross-sectional study wherein total vitamin D intake and vitamin 511 
D supplementation were specifically associated with enhanced temporal lobe TH in cognitively normal, older 512 
adults (>65 years) [58]. However, similar studies have previously reported increased prefrontal and cingulate TH 513 
in individuals with higher serum vitamin D concentrations [59, 60], suggesting any protective effect of vitamin D 514 
may not be spatially restricted to structures such as the temporal pole. Indeed, vitamin D receptors and other 515 
vitamin D associated genes (such as CYP27B1) are expressed throughout the brain [61], while functional studies 516 
indicate vitamin D promotes axon outgrowth [62], enhances expression of neurotrophic factors (such as NGF) 517 
[62], and exhibits neuroprotective effects with respect to excessive calcium, reactive oxygen species and 518 
corticosterone [63], indicating a particularly important role throughout the brain. While only one significant 519 
relationship was identified for vitamin D in the present study, we consequently suspect protective effects of 520 
vitamin D on cortical regions other than the temporal pole may be mediated through complex multivariate 521 
interactions not readily detectable in our analyses.  522 
The proposed relationship between vitamin D and temporal pole TH is nonetheless significant for general 523 
cognition and psychiatric illness given the diverse range of functions attributed to this region, including: visual 524 
cognition, face recognition, visual memory, visual discrimination, social cognition, language and semantic 525 
processing and autobiographic memory, amongst others [64, 65]. Subsets of these cognitive functions are indeed 526 
disrupted in schizophrenia and other psychiatric disorders [66-68], and furthermore, structural alterations affecting 527 
the temporal pole have also been reported in this setting [65]. In schizophrenia, temporal pole thinning is correlated 528 
with clinically relevant factors such as normalised medication dose, symptom severity and duration of illness, and 529 
negatively correlated with age of onset [69]. Reduced temporal pole volume has additionally been reported in as 530 
obsessive compulsive disorder [70], bipolar disorder [71], major depressive disorder [72] and attention deficit 531 
hyperactive disorder [73], indicating consistent dysregulation amongst a range of psychiatric disorders. In 532 
conjunction with these findings, low neonatal and adult vitamin D levels have been previously identified as a risk 533 
factor for schizophrenia [74, 75], however it is unclear whether low vitamin D directly contributes to 534 
schizophrenia-associated alterations to cortical structures such as the temporal pole. Furthermore, any causal 535 
impacts of vitamin D alterations in psychiatric disorders are inherently difficult to observe, given that affected 536 
individuals often have poorer general health and diets, while results from randomised controlled trials assessing 537 
the effect of vitamin D supplementation in schizophrenia have reported conflicting results [76]. Whilst promising 538 
large-scale randomised controlled trials [77] are expected to further elucidate a potential role for therapeutic 539 
vitamin D supplementation in schizophrenia, ongoing studies examining the role of neonatal vitamin D deficiency 540 
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on brain development and schizophrenia risk [76] will likely prove critical in mapping the impact of vitamin D in 541 
development of key cortical regions such as the temporal pole.  542 
In summary, our findings suggest subsets of biochemical exposures and cortical structural properties share genetic 543 
architecture and, in some cases, exhibit evidence for causal relationships. We acknowledge a number of limitations 544 
and caveats with respect to interpretation of the presented data. Firstly, all analyses in the current study are 545 
inherently subject to limitations and biases potentially associated with the utilised summary statistics, such as 546 
population stratification [78] and selection bias [79]. The UKBB cohort in particular is predominantly composed 547 
individuals over the age of 40, thus age-related modulation of variants may affect genetic correlations and causal 548 
estimates. Secondly, while many of the reported genetic correlations likely reflect shared genetic architecture, 549 
horizontal pleiotropy may mediate associations between some trait pairings, however we note these are still useful 550 
in guiding identification of genes that impact both biochemical traits and cortical structure. Finally, we caution 551 
that all reported causal relationships require validation in randomised controlled trials to confirm the putative 552 
causal effects. Despite the limitations of these analyses, genetically informed causal inference represents an 553 
exciting opportunity to screen and prioritise biochemical traits en masse to guide future investigation of these 554 
exposures in the context of neuronal function, brain cytoarchitecture and psychiatric illness.  555 
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